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Abstract: In order to investigate freeze–thawed red sandstone failure processes under cyclic loading
and unloading conditions, real-time acoustic emission (AE) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
techniques were used to reveal the fracture process of the saturated red sandstone after cyclic loading
and unloading tests using uniaxial compression. The results show that the stress–strain curves
of the freeze–thawed sandstones show signs of hysteresis and exhibit a two-stage evolution of
“sparse → dense”. In the cyclic loading and unloading process, the modulus of elasticity in the
loading process is always larger than that in the unloading process, while the Poisson’s ratio is
the opposite, and the radial irreversible strain and cumulative irreversible strain are larger than
those in the axial direction. As the number of freeze–thaw cycles increases, the rock specimens
need more cycles of loading and unloading to make the crack volume compressive strain ∆ε+cv reach
the maximum value and tend to stabilize, while the crack volume extensional strain ∆ε−cv tends to
decrease gradually. This study also shows that the growth phase of the cyclic loading and unloading
process has more ringing counts and a shorter duration, while the slow degradation phase has more
ringing counts with loading and less with unloading. In addition, the F-T cycle gradually changes
the internal microcracks of the red sandstone from shear damage, which is dominated by shear
cracks, to tensile damage, which is dominated by tensile cracks. This study’s findings contribute to
our knowledge of the mechanical characteristics and sandstone’s degradation process following F-T
treatment, and also serve as a guide for engineering stability analyses conducted in the presence of
multiphysical field coupling.

Keywords: rock mechanics; cyclic loading and unloading; freeze-thaw cycle; acoustic emission

1. Introduction

Rock mass engineering refers to any engineering activities performed or structures
built inside or on the surface of a rock mass, including the mining of mineral resources,
utilization of water resources, construction of railway tunnels, prevention and control of
geological disasters, etc. [1–3]. In engineering practice, the primary subject of investigation
is rock mass stability. Because of the complexity and variety of the natural environment,
the natural rock materials’ mechanical and physical characteristics vary depending on
the external environmental circumstances, such as temperature [4,5], freeze-thaw (F-T)
cycles [6–8], osmotic pressure [9], and saturation [10]. Of all the variables, freeze–thaw
cycles have a significant impact on the mechanical and physical characteristics of rocks. F-T
cycles are a significant element impacting the safe and effective operation of engineering
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structures, particularly in the fields of mineral resource extraction and railway tunnel
building in alpine locations [11–13]. Water from rainfall or snowmelt penetrates geological
discontinuities in the rock mass, such as laminar planes, cracks, joints, and faults, and when
the outside ambient temperature is below freezing, water freezes in the rock mass pores.
Due to the phase transition of water to ice, its volume increases by 9–10%, which corre-
spondingly generates an enormous frost heave force [14,15]. Frost heave forces promote the
expansion of new microfissures, thus causing great damage to rock engineering structures.
In addition, the rock mass in many railway tunnels and mining projects is always subject
to complex cyclic loading and unloading (such as excavation and support of underground
chambers, blasting vibration, and train load of highway tunnels). Estimating the stability
of rock engineering over the long run in cold places thus requires an understanding of the
mechanical characteristics of F-T cycles and the cyclic loading and unloading of rocks in
these regions [16,17].

Thus far, in order to demonstrate how F-T cycles affect the mechanical characteristics
of rock, a series of experiments have been carried out, and important results have been
achieved. At a macroscopic level, Momeni et al. [18] chose three distinct varieties of
Alvand granitoid rocks for freeze–thaw experiments on a macroscopic basis. The uniaxial
compressive strength (UCS), tensile strength, P-wave velocity, and dry density all drop with
an increase in the number of F-T cycles, although porosity and water absorption increase.
Zhang et al. [19] conducted split-tensile tests on rocks after F-T cycles and reported that the
deterioration modes of rocks were spalling mode, fracture mode, and crack mode. At a
microscopic level, Chen et al. [20] used NMR to find that under freeze–thawing, the red
sandstone showed a gradual trend from the growth of small pores to the co-growth of
medium and large pores. Lu et al. [21] used SEM to observe the fine morphological features
of mudstone fractures and elucidate the fine-scale damage rupture mechanism of mudstone
under the action of F-T cycles. These researchers determined that the fine-scale rupture of
mudstone with a lower number of F-T cycles was a brittle fracture; however, mudstone with
a higher number of F-T cycles locally revealed significant ductile damage characteristics.
Because it can reflect and track the growth and propagation of cracks in rock masses in
real time, acoustic emission (AE) is a frequently used real-time nondestructive monitoring
technology that is frequently used in test and engineering sites to monitor the damage
evolution process of coal and rock masses [22,23]. For instance, Zhang et al. [24] performed
shear experiments on rocks subjected to varying freeze–thaw cycles and found that these
cycles attenuated the variations in AE signal characteristics at various shear process phases.
Li et al. [25] conducted a uniaxial compression cyclic load test on rocks and determined
that in the loading and unloading test, the AE count rate exhibited a steady upward trend
with an increasing number of cycles but increased sharply during the last cycle. Song
et al. [26] tested limestone exposed to freeze–thaw cycles using a uniaxial AE method.
These scholars determined that with increasing freeze-thaw times, AE signals were active
and presented local high-density release characteristics, and the b value revealed a “V”-type
change. Chu et al. [27] found that the freezing and freeze-thawing of LN2 did not change
the AE event period of coal samples during uniaxial loading, but the loudest emission
count and cumulative count of coal samples gradually decreased with increasing freezing
time and freeze-thawing times. Regarding the damage model, Feng et al. [28] developed
an F-T damage model based on the relative change in the energy dissipation ratio prior to
and following freeze–thaw cycling. Uniaxial compressive strength and peak strain were
used to assess the damage model’s correctness. Zhang et al. [29] established a constitutive
equation by using F-T damage as the initial damage state of rocks. Using this equation,
the damage evolution and macroscopic damage behavior of the microstructure of rock
material can be well described. By PFC numerical simulation, Feng et al. [28] established
the functional relationship between meso-scale parameters and the number of F-T cycles.
A comparison was made between the numerical simulation and actual results in order to
confirm the validity of the numerical method for simulating the uniaxial compression of
saturated sandstone following F-T cycles. It is clear that scholars have produced a wealth
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of research results on freeze–thawed rocks under uniaxial compression conditions in terms
of macroscopic or fine-scale damage modeling and numerical simulation.

However, loads may be loaded and unloaded from rocks several times in real-world
engineering applications. For example, in underground mining, a particular rock structure
may experience cyclic disturbance due to the cyclic load created by blasting. In open-pit
mining, when the rock slope is continuously excavated, the stress magnitude changes;
that is, cyclic stress can cause cumulative rock damage and subsequently change the rock
structure, resulting in the eventual failure of the rock mass [30,31]; cyclical loading and
unloading on a railroad or highway causes an increase or decrease in the load-bearing
capacity. Scholars have primarily investigated rock materials at room temperature or
under uniaxial compression; however, there has been little research on the mechanical
properties of F-T rocks under cyclic loading and unloading situations. For this reason,
under cyclic loading and unloading conditions, the deformation and fracture characteristics
of saturated red sandstone with various F-T cycles were examined in this study. Real-time
AE monitoring technology was used to monitor rock fracture events and extract the AE
signal of the rock during cyclic loading and unloading to study its fracture mode. In
addition, the process of rock F-T damage was visualized using SEM scanning technology to
better understand the influence of F-T cycles on rock damage. The research results provide
theoretical guidance for mineral resource development and engineering stability analysis
under coupled multiphysics conditions.

2. Experimental Methods
2.1. Sample Preparation

The sandstone samples that were used in the cyclic loading and unloading testing
were from an open-pit slope in Ordos City, China’s Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region,
where winter lows can drop as low as minus 27 ◦C. The elemental composition of the red
sandstone was determined by using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis
(Figure 1), and the main elements were O (54.9%), Si (26.8%), Fe (5.7%), Ca (5.7%), Al
(4.54%), K (1.71%), and Mg (0.65%). Red sandstone has an elastic modulus of 18.2 GPa, a
UCS of 68.77 MPa, and a density of 2.76 g/cm3 in its natural state. In compliance with the
guidelines provided by the International Society of Rock Mechanics (ISRM) [32], the rock
mass was formed into a cylinder 100 mm in length and 50 mm in diameter. The samples
were further cut and polished to ensure that the nonuniformity inaccuracy was under
0.05 mm and the ratio of parallelism was less than 0.1 mm.
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Figure 1. EDS energy spectrum of red sandstone.

2.2. Test Equipment and Process Steps

The cyclic loading and unloading test equipment and detailed procedures for F-T
sandstone are summarized as follows:

(1) The prepared red sandstone samples were first vacuum-saturated with a vacuum
saturation device for 24 h to fully saturate the specimens, and then a cryogenic refrigerator
was used to achieve the freeze-thaw cycle, as shown in Figure 2. Referring to earlier
research [29,33–35], it was determined that the freeze–thaw temperature and time ranges
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of sandstone should be −20 ◦C~20 ◦C and 12 h, respectively, in order to more thoroughly
research the mechanical characteristics of rocks that have undergone F-T processing. The
saturated specimens were frozen for 12 h in a low-temperature refrigerator. After that,
they were taken out and put into a water bath that was set to 20 ◦C (Figure 2); this process
is regarded as one F-T cycle. Figure 2 displays a thorough F-T program. Four groups
of sandstone samples were created, and three specimens were chosen from each group
to undergo 0, 5, 15, and 20 freeze–thaw cycles. Additionally, the rock samples were first
chopped into lengths of less than 2 cm and thicknesses of less than 0.5 cm in order to
analyze their micromorphological features following various freeze–thaw cycle treatments.
Then, the cut samples were subjected to freeze-thaw treatments, and the samples were
scanned using SEM after these treatments. The test samples are shown in Figure 2.

(2) The freeze-thawing-treated specimens were placed on an HUT-106 universal test
machine for uniaxial cyclic loading test with a maximum loading load of 1000 kN, as shown
in Figure 2. Axial loading was adopted at a loading rate of 500 N/S. During the cycle of
loading and unloading, appropriate upper and lower weights were chosen based on the
compressive strength of red sandstone at various freezing and thawing timeframes.

(3) During the test, the microfracture signal was continuously monitored using the
PAC AE system. Eight probes were deployed, the acquisition frequency was 10 Hz, the
threshold value was 50 dB, and the prerelease gain was 40 dB. During the test, a BZ2205C
static resistance strain gauge was used to continuously monitor the axial and radial strains
(Figure 2). The upper and lower ends of the test specimen connected to the axial and radial
strain gauge were smeared with a small amount of petroleum jelly and placed on the AE
probe based on the press. The four probes, upper and lower, were symmetrically positioned.
The probes were linked to the sensor and amplifier in the appropriate order before being
connected to the control system. Figure 2 depicts the loading and monitoring system.

(4) According to the upper and lower loads obtained in step (2), the load path was set
as follows: 0→50 kN→100 kN→50 kN→100 kN→. . . → peak stress. The stress cycle was
repeated 10 times or until specimen failure. Figure 2 displays the specific cyclic loading
and unloading path.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Stress-Strain Curve Characteristics during Cyclic Loading and Unloading

During uniaxial cyclic loading and unloading, the volume of rock varies primarily as
a result of reversible and irreversible deformation. When stress is removed, some of the
rock is restored to its original state, i.e., before deformation. This is referred to as elastic
deformation, which is a reversible process. In contrast, some of the rock cannot be restored
after unloading. This is called plastic deformation, which is irreversible. Figure 3a–d
show the usual stress–strain curves from rock cyclic loading and unloading tests under
different freeze–thaw intervals. From Figure 3, with increasing cyclic loading and unloading
times, the stress-strain curve shows two stages of “sparse (stage I) → dense (stage II)”.
This is because there is a clear hysteresis curve because irreversible deformation happens
throughout each cycle of loading. Consequently, after every unloading, the rock’s axial
deformation cannot restore to its initial strain value. The relationship between axial strain,
reversible strain, and irreversible strain is as follows [4]:

εN = εr
N + εe

N (1)

∑ εr
N = εr

1 + εr
2 + . . . + εr

N (2)

where N represents the Nth cycle of loading and unloading; εN, εe
N , and εr

N are the total,
reversible, and irreversible strains generated during the Nth loading cycle, respectively;
and the total irreversible strain produced during the loading and unloading cycles is
represented by εr

N .
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Equations (1) and (2) are utilized to compute the axial and radial irreversible strain
as well as the axial and radial cumulative unstrain under various freezing and thawing
conditions during rock cyclic loading and unloading, as seen in Figure 4. The results
indicate that the axial and radial irreversible strains of the rock sample first increase, then
rapidly decrease, and finally slowly stabilize. On the other hand, the cumulative irreversible
strain rises quickly at first, then climbs gradually, and finally stabilizes gradually. This
is because the rock specimen has more pore joints prior to loading and unloading, and
following the initial loading and unloading cycle, the specimen’s irreversible strain reaches
its maximum value. As the number of loading and unloading cycles increases gradually,
the specimen is gradually compacted, the deformation gradually becomes stable, and
the irreversible strain steadily becomes stable from a slow increase. A certain amount of
loading and unloading cycles causes the specimen’s damage to progressively worsen. The
specimen’s damage and the total irreversible strain reach their maximum after ten loading
and unloading cycles.
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Figure 4. Irreversible strain and cumulative irreversible strain under cyclic loading and unloading.

In addition, the F-T cycles have a greater effect on the irreversible deformation of
the rock specimens. It is clear from Figure 4 that the specimen’s cumulative irreversible
strain reaches its highest value after 20 cycles of freezing and thawing. As the frequency of
freezing and thawing cycles rises, the irreversible strain likewise steadily increases. This is
due to the fact that the internal pore defects of saturated rocks are filled with water during
the F-T cycle, which generates freezing and expansion forces, leading to the continuous
expansion and development of internal pore joints. This is in agreement with the findings
of Song et al. [26], Liu et al. [36], and Niu et al. [37]. The deformation of the rock increases
continuously, and the resulting irreversible strains also increase gradually. Moreover,
Figure 4 illustrates that when loading and unloading in cycles, the irreversible strain in the
radial direction and the cumulative irreversible strain are greater than those in the axial
direction due to the absence of a binding force (supporting force) in the radial direction of
the rock.

3.2. Elastic Modulus (E) and Poisson’s Ratio (µ) during Cyclic Loading and Unloading

Two crucial metrics for assessing the progressive breakdown process of rock are the
elastic modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (µ). These parameters affect the deformation ability
of the material. The material is more stiff and has a poorer deformation ability the higher
its elastic modulus. The material’s radial strain increases with increasing Poisson ratio.
Examining the elastic modulus change law and Poisson’s ratio during cyclic loading and
unloading is essential to understanding the deformation properties of red sandstone. The
elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio are calculated as follows [4]:
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E =
σ1min + 50%(σ1max − σ1min)

ε1min + 50%(ε1max − ε1min)
=

σ1max + σ1min

ε1max + ε1min
(3)

µ =
ε1min + 50%(ε1max − ε1min)

ε3min + 50%(ε3max − ε3min)
=

ε1max + ε1min

ε3max + ε3min
(4)

where E is the elastic modulus (MPa), µ is Poisson’s ratio, and σ1max and σ1min are the
maximum and minimum axial stresses (MPa) during each cycle of loading and unloading,
respectively. ε1max, ε1min and ε3max, ε3min are the axial and radial strains corresponding to
σ1max and σ1min, respectively. Based on Equations (3) and (4), the samples subjected to
varying freeze–thaw periods were measured for elastic modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (µ),
as depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Comparison between the elastic modulus value and Poisson’s ratio during rock cyclic
loading and unloading after different F-T cycles.

The loading process’s elastic modulus is always significantly higher than the unloading
process’s in each cycle of the loading and unloading process under different freeze–thaw
intervals, as shown by Figure 5, which also shows significant variations in the first two
cyclic loading and unloading processes. This is because the specimen has pores in it. The
cyclic loading process of a specimen is actually a process of gradually compressing the pores
and increasing the density of the rock. Both reversible and irreversible deformation occur
when something is loaded. The deformation that occurs during the unloading process is
only reversible elastic deformation; in actuality, the specimen is being unloaded in a manner
that restores the loading deformation. As a result, the loading process has a much higher
elastic modulus than the unloading process. A significant amplitude of change is noticed
in the first two cycles of the loading and unloading process under different freeze–thaw
intervals. Poisson’s ratio is consistently lower in each cycle than in the unloading phase.
This stands in stark contrast to the elastic modulus’s changing trend over the loading and
unloading process.

Moreover, the rock specimen’s elastic modulus increases and Poisson’s ratio gradually
drops with increased cyclic loading and unloading times before finally tending to be stable.
Because the rock specimens have more internal pores during the first two loading and
unloading operations than during the later stages, there is a significant change in the
elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio. According to the test results above, the rock specimen
becomes denser and its material strength is somewhat increased prior to the rock specimen
failing as a result of the rock’s pore structure being adjusted during the cyclic loading
and unloading process. Among them, the strengthening effect of the first two cycles in
unloading is more obvious. Research by Li et al. [38] and Xiao et al. [4] indicates that cyclic
loading and unloading tests enhance sandstone materials in a certain way. This is in line
with their findings.
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Lastly, Figure 5 also demonstrates how the elastic modulus of each cycle loading and
unloading process declines with a rise in the quantity of F-T periods, reaching its lowest
value at 20 cycles. The Poisson’s ratio rises as the number of freeze–thaw cycles increases.
This conclusion is consistent with the research results of Fu et al. [39]. This is because
the pore water inside the rock specimen freezes during the F-T cycle, creating frost heave
stresses, and the pores inside the specimen grow and widen. When the external water
enters the new pores during melting, the damage is further increased, resulting in an overall
decrease in the elastic modulus of the rock specimen under cyclic loading and unloading.
The porosity of the rock specimen is well developed in the process of F-T, which increases
its deformation ability, so Poisson’s ratio of the rock specimen is generally increased.

3.3. Crack Volume Evolution Law of Freeze-Thaw Rock under Cyclic Loading and Unloading

Rock is a kind of heterogeneous body containing mesostructural defects such as
cracks, joints, and pores [40]. When affected by F-T cycles, pores, joints, and cracks in rock
materials change significantly [28]. In the process of axial loading of rock under freeze-
thaw action, the pores and cracks in rock specimens are gradually compressed and closed
with increasing stress, and the crack volumetric strain is gradually reduced. The pore
joint that is present in the rock specimen is compacted when the stress is greater than the
rock’s initial fracture stress. When the stress is continuously applied, new cracks gradually
appear in the rock specimen, and the crack volumetric strain gradually increases [41]. The
internal crack of the rock specimen is compressed during loading in the cycle of loading
and unloading. As a result of the rock specimen’s elastic–plastic characteristics, the inner
portion of the specimen regains its crack shape and its elastic deformation portion returns.
Crack compression, partial recovery, and the processes of crack initiation and propagation
are all included in cyclic loading and unloading. Thus, under various freeze–thaw cycles, it
is imperative to investigate the dynamic evolution law of fracture volumetric strain during
cyclic rock loading and unloading [42].

3.3.1. Crack Volumetric Strain Calculation

This section examines the variations in rock specimens’ volumetric and elastic volu-
metric strains during each loading procedure. The crack volumetric strain method was
first proposed by Martin et al. [43] and has since been widely used. The specific calculation
method is as follows: 

εv = ε1 + ε2 + ε3 = εev + εcv

εev = 1−2µ
E (σ1 + σ2 + σ3)

εcv = εv − εev = εv − 1−2µ
E (σ1 + σ2 + σ3)

(5)

where E is the elastic modulus, GPa; µ is Poisson’s ratio; ε is the major strain corresponding
to σ; and the rock’s total volumetric strain, elastic volumetric strain, and fracture volumetric
strain are represented, respectively, by εv, εev, and εcv.

This test is uniaxial compression, σ2 = σ3 = 0, and the volumetric strain of the crack is
defined as follows:

εcv = εv − εev = εv −
1 − 2µ

E
•σ1 (6)

Equation (6) allows for the calculation of the rock specimen’s crack volumetric strain
under various F-T conditions. Crack compression and crack propagation are two pro-
cesses that go hand in hand with the loading process [4]. The crack volumetric strain
diagram throughout the loading process is constructed, as illustrated in Figure 6, in order
to completely analyze the internal crack volumetric strain and crack expansion volumetric
strain of the rock specimen during each loading operation. The maximum compression
point occurs throughout each loading phase and is determined by the maximum fracture
volumetric strain point. During every loading procedure, when the crack volumetric strain
curve reaches compression point C, the change in crack volumetric strain is expressed as
∆ε+cv. This illustrates how rock behaves during the current loading stage when subjected to
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various cyclic loads. Its value represents the strength of the restorability of the crack volume
deformation of a rock specimen after cyclic loading. The crack expands and the volumetric
strain starts to diminish when the stress levels are above the original crack stress. The crack
growth volume changes from point C to the end, and the crack growth volumetric strain
change is represented by the symbol ∆ε−cv (where the negative sign indicates expansion and
the crack volume growth is the cause of the change in ∆ε−cv). This parameter shows the rock
specimen’s crack propagation characteristics at the current loading stage following various
cyclic loads. Its value indicates how strong the fracture growth potential is following cyclic
loading in the preceding cycle. Figure 6 displays the results of the computation of ∆ε+cv
and ∆ε−cv.
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Figure 6. Calculation of ∆ε+cv and ∆ε−cv.

3.3.2. Analysis of the Crack Volumetric Strain Law

Figure 7 illustrates the results of the aforesaid calculation technique for ∆ε+cv and ∆ε−cv
in the cyclic loading and unloading of freeze–thawed sandstone. In the initial two cyclic
loading and unloading procedures, ∆ε+cv exhibits a rapid growth rate, represented by a
linear increase (I). Following the second loading and unloading cycle, there was a modest
growth trend as indicated by the slow growth rate of ∆ε+cv (II). Following the fourth to
seventh loading and unloading cycles, ∆ε+cv reaches its maximum value. Subsequently, it
enters a stable period (III), and ∆ε+cv is basically unchanged until the end of the 10th loading
and unloading cycle. As a result, when cyclic loading and unloading times increase, ∆ε−cv
falls. The variation in ∆ε+cv and ∆ε−cv in freeze-thawed and non-freeze-thawed rock samples
is generally consistent.

Freeze-thaw action will change the crack distribution and pore joint development
characteristics of rock specimens. Rocks with varying initial pore junctions will exhibit
distinct crack volumetric strain evolution characteristics following varying numbers of
F-T cycles [44]. Natural rock without F-T cycles has some defects. After it is filled with
water, the external water source fills the pore joints of the rock. The water–ice phase change
inside the rock specimen causes frost heave force during an F-T cycle. As seen by the SEM
pictures in Figure 8, the number of pore flaws in the rock specimen increases as the number
of F-T cycles increases progressively. Cracks also gradually expand and join. According to
the SEM images of rock samples after different F-T treatments (Figure 8), combined with
the results in Figure 7, the analysis is summarized as follows:
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(1) Figure 7 shows that for rock specimens with fewer freezing and thawing cycles
(0, 5), ∆ε+cv increased rapidly during loading and unloading in the first two cycles, reached
the maximum value in the fourth cycle, and remained stable after that. The rock specimen
with 10 or 20 F-T cycles had a rapid increase in its ∆ε+cv value in the first 2 cycles. In the sixth
cycle, the specimen with ten F-T cycles reached its maximum value, and in the seventh
cycle, the specimen with twenty freeze–thaw cycles even reached its maximum value and
remained stable. This is because the F-T cycle causes the rock specimen to sustain more
damage and widens its internal pores and fissures.

Based on the SEM examination of Figure 8a,b, compared with non-freeze-thaw expo-
sure, the pores and cracks of red sandstone samples exhibit little difference in development
degree at low F-T times (0, 5), and only large “pit”-type pores exist locally. The features
of the pore structure gradually emerge when the number of F-T cycles rises to 10, as
demonstrated by Figure 8c, where the pores and cracks created by the cycles are intercon-
nected. According to Figure 8d, at 20 cycles of freeze–thaw, “pit”-type pores and cracks
interpenetrate to generate a large zone of F-T damage, and the maximum values of pore
size, crack length, and connectedness are reached [45]. Therefore, the majority of the
fissures in the specimen’s compressible pore space were compacted following the first two
cycles of loading and unloading. Compared with the specimens with fewer F-T cycles
(0, 5), the porosity and nascent cracks of the rock specimens with more F-T cycles (10, 20)
increased significantly, and the “pit”-type pores were connected with the cracks, requiring
more cycles to close the internal gaps of the specimens. Therefore, after 6~7 cycles of
loading and unloading with more freezing and thawing cycles (10, 20), ∆ε+cv reaches the
maximum value.

(2) The specimen’s compressible pore fractures were mostly crushed following the
preceding cyclic loading and unloading. After unloading, the rock particles’ stiffness
reverted to their initial state. Consequently, some stiff particles’ edge cracks progressively
healed to go on to the following cyclic loading process. As demonstrated in Figure 5,
the research outcomes above indicate that freeze–thaw cycles have an impact on the rock
specimens’ elastic modulus during cyclic loading and unloading. When there were fewer
F-T cycles (0, 5), as opposed to more (10, 20), the rock particles showed better resistance
to deformation, the elastic modulus was higher, and the rock specimen’s deformation
could be more effectively restored to its initial state following cyclic loading. Therefore,
after four cycles of loading and unloading, ∆ε+cv basically remained unchanged. When
there were more F-T cycles (10, 20), compared to fewer F-T cycles (0, 5), the deformation
resistance and elastic modulus decreased. The compressible crack volume decreases during
the subsequent loading cycle since most cracks cannot be fully recovered after each loading
cycle. Consequently, ∆ε+cv can progressively become steady and unchanged after six to
seven cycles of loading and unloading.

(3) The fractures in the rock specimen grew rapidly and joined because the axial stress
was greater than the rock’s damage stress. All things considered, rocks’ damaging stress
was roughly 70% of their peak stress [46]. In this test, the upper limit stress of cyclic loading
and unloading was set at 50 MPa, and the corresponding stress level exceeded 70%, which
belongs to the stage of unstable crack growth. Consequently, the volumetric strain curve
of compressive fractures rose somewhat when cyclic loading and unloading started and
the rock specimen’s fissures started to widen. The pattern of crack growth in the sample
varies when subjected to distinct F-T cycles [39]. As the number of F-T cycles increases, as
illustrated in Figure 7, the ∆ε−cv values decrease progressively and are 0.62%, 0.53%, 0.42%,
and 0.35%. As a result of the F-T action, the internal structure and physical characteristics of
the rock were altered, influencing the crack’s propagation mode and speed. In the unstable
crack propagation stage, the rock specimen’s crack volume shrank.
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Figure 7. Volumetric strain in cracks during cyclic loading and unloading of rocks following varying
F-T cycles: (a) 0; (b) 5; (c) 10; and (d) 20 times.
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Figure 8. Microstructure of rock samples after different F-T cycles: (a) 0; (b) 5; (c) 10; and (d) 20 times.
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4. Evolution Law of AE Characteristics during Cyclic Loading and Unloading

Numerous AE signals (such as ringing count, energy, amplitude, and frequency) are
produced during uniaxial cyclic loading and unloading, and the macroscopic failure fea-
tures of the rock specimens may be seen. When rocks are loaded and unloaded repeatedly,
damage and failure characteristics can be accurately reflected in the AE signals that are
produced [6,47]. Based on the ringing count and RA-AF value, the microcrack behavior of
freeze–thawed sandstone during cyclic loading and unloading is examined in this section.

4.1. Law of Evolution for the Number of Rings during Recurrent Loading and Unloading

The “AE ringing count”, which represents the number of vibration times of the ringing
pulse over the predefined threshold signal in a unit of time, is a measure of the strength
of the acoustic signal during the rock failure process and can reveal details about the
characteristics of the damage to the rock brought on by the formation and enhancement
of microscopic defects [47]. The curves of load, ringing count, cumulative ringing count,
and cumulative ringing count of freeze–thawing red sandstone over time are displayed in
Figure 9. These curves may be further classified into three stages: growth, slow decline, and
steep increase. Furthermore, there is good consistency between the AE signal characteristics
and the load curve during the entire cycle of loading and unloading.

(1) Growth stage (0~100 s)
The growth phase is when the cumulative number of rings and the number of bells

in the specimen increases significantly as the load increases until the cyclic loading (100 s)
begins. In this stage, there are more ringing counts, and the duration is short. This is
because when the loading plate of the press and the rock specimen start to contact, there is
a small amount of space between the specimen and the press. Under the action of inertia,
the stress is too large instantaneously. Moreover, the specimen’s preexisting pores are
compressed during the first stage, which causes a notable rise in the ringing count and
cumulative ringing count during that phase [48].

(2) Slow-down stage (100~2100 s)
During cyclic loading and unloading, the AE signals of sandstone exhibit comparable

features under F-T cycles. The signals produced during the loading phase are primarily
elastic waves caused by pore compaction and crack growth, which is why the ringing
count rises with loading and falls with unloading. The signal generated in the unloading
stage is mainly the friction force overcome by the compacted crack to restore the initial
state [6]. The first cyclic loading and unloading generates intensive AE signals, and the
cumulative ringing count reaches the maximum, while the subsequent cyclic loading and
unloading only generates fewer AE signals, and the cumulative ringing count gradually
decreases. This is a result of the first cyclic rock specimen’s pores and cracks developing to
their maximum value, while the specimen’s internal structure gradually stabilizes and the
damage grows more slowly with increased cycle loading and unloading times.

(3) Steep increase stage (2100 s~destruction)
The steepening phase is the continuous loading process after the end of the last loading

and unloading cycle (2100 s), which generates a very small amount of AE signal. Because
the interior cracks of the rock specimen are connected before the peak stress is achieved, a
fracture network is gradually created, and the microfracture features are evident, the AE
signal is greatly boosted when the load exceeds 100 kN. In addition, before the failure of
F-T sandstone, there is a short AE signal silence period; that is, there is no loud emission
activity in the short term. This can be used as a precursor criterion to predict the sudden
failure of rock because the generation of the AE signal is the result of energy dissipation.
Furthermore, in order for the rock to fully lose its bearing capacity during the loading
process to the failure stage, enough elastic strain energy must build up to counteract the
effects of particle dislocation and friction, which manifest as decreased AE activity.
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Figure 9. Evolution characteristics of the rock AE count and AE cumulative count after different F-T
cycles: (a) 0; (b) 5; (c) 10; and (d) 20 times.

4.2. Evolution of Rupture Mode (RA-AF) during Cyclic Loading and Unloading

Cui et al. [41], Song et al. [47], and Niu et al. [49] suggested that the RA and AF indices
of the AE parameters can be used to study the evolution of shear and tensile cracks in rocks.

Tensile cracks are characterized by high AF values and low RA values, composite
cracks by low AF values and low RA values, and shear cracks by low AF values and high
RA values. In red sandstone with varying F-T cycles, the distribution of microcrack types
is depicted in Figure 10. The findings show that, for a given freeze–thawing frequency,
there is minimal variation in the RA and AF particle distributions during each loading
and unloading cycle. Notably, the first loading and unloading cycle exhibits the highest
RA and AF particle density, as well as the most visible microcracks in the rock specimens.
The type of microcracks inside the rock specimen is identified during the first loading
and unloading cycle, and the distribution of RA and AF during the ensuing loading and
unloading procedure is essentially in line with that of the first cycle.

Furthermore, as the quantity of F-T cycles rises, the internal microcracks in red sand-
stone can be seen in Figure 10. These cracks initially dominate shear failure, but over time,
they shift to tensile failure, which is dominated by tensile cracks. The red sandstone with
0 F-T cycles is mainly characterized by shear microcracks, which form obvious weak shear
planes through multiple penetrating cracks and cause the rock sample to show the charac-
teristics of multicrack shear failure. The internal cracks in red sandstone after 5 F-T cycles
are primarily shear and composite microcracks, which exhibit the features of macroscopic
local shear failure of rock samples. Tensile and composite cracks make up the majority
of the red sandstone’s internal fractures after 10 F-T cycles, which is consistent with the
macroscopic fracture failure characteristics of the rock samples. The red sandstone mostly
displays a high number of tensile cracks after 20 F-T cycles, and these cracks demonstrate
the features of multiple crack splitting and failure.
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Most of the current studies on the mechanical properties and deterioration mechanisms
of F-T rocks presuppose the F-T saturated state; however, natural rocks are often in the
unsaturated state, and insufficient attention has been paid to rocks in different F-T and
unsaturated states. Therefore, the coupling effects of different saturation levels and F-T
cycling on the mechanical properties and AE characteristics of rocks will be investigated in
the future.

5. Conclusions

Rocks’ mechanical properties are significantly impacted by F-T cycles. This study uses
saturated red sandstone that has undergone F-T treatment as its research subject, and it
performs cyclic loading and unloading tests using uniaxial compression. The following is a
summary of this paper’s primary conclusions:

(1) A two-stage evolution typical of “sparse (first stage)→dense (second stage)” is
shown in the hysteretic curve, with longer cyclic loading and unloading times because of
the rock specimen’s plastic deformation and pore compaction. The radial irreversible strain
and cumulative irreversible strain surpass the axial strain after 20 freeze–thaw cycles, at
which point the cumulative irreversible strain achieves its maximum value.

(2) The elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio are correlated with the number of F-T
cycles during cyclic loading and unloading. The elastic modulus during loading is always
greater than that during unloading, while Poisson’s ratio during loading is always smaller
than that during unloading. The elastic modulus of each cycle loading and unloading
process falls as the number of F-T cycles grows, while Poisson’s ratio increases. Both reach
their respective extreme value when the number of freeze–thaw cycles reaches 20.

(3) During the cyclic loading and unloading process, there is a correlation between the
volume compression and crack expansion and the number of F-T cycles. With an increasing
number of F-T cycles, the rock specimen needs more cyclic loading and unloading to ensure
that ∆ε+cv reaches the maximum value and becomes stable. The values of ∆ε−cv show a
decreasing trend as the number of F-T cycles rises, with values of 0.62%, 0.53%, 0.42%,
and 0.35%.
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(4) The uniaxial cyclic loading and unloading procedure has changed. The ringing
count of rock specimens can be separated into an increasing stage, a slow decreasing stage,
and a steep increasing stage. The number of rings in the growth stage is greater, and the
duration is shorter. The ringing count rises with loading and falls with unloading during
the slow-down phase. During the initial loading and unloading cycle, the cumulative
ringing count reached its highest value and then progressively dropped to a stable level. In
the steep rise stage, there was a brief AE signal silence interval that can serve as a precursor
criterion for predicting the sudden breakdown of rocks.

(5) The type of microcracks inside the rock specimen was determined in the first cycle
of loading and unloading, and the distribution of RA and AF in the subsequent loading
and unloading process was basically consistent with that in the first cycle. The internal
microcracks in red sandstone indicate that shear fractures predominate in shear failure and
tensile cracks predominate in tensile failure as the number of F-T cycles rises.
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